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The Truth Is In Here! This is simply not a diet publication, but an instruction guide to make good
choices as it relates to food.Basically, this book is about busting myths through the entire ages
with solid science.We started dieting in my teens and have lived through several "Yo-Yos" -
weights, diet programs, beliefs regarding which foods were "good" and "bad", etc.It has been
a confusing, frustrating, and several times, discouraging trip.But this book is full of surprising, yet
sound science that turns many old assumptions on their heads.For instance, for several years,
no-one knew that "Fat is your Friend" - (That is among the chapter titles.! (Get one of these
bagel in the morning vs. an omelet each morning and see what goes on!)It may appear to be
a lot to ingest, but the author Susan Spear does a great job of wearing down the nitty-gritty
so you can understand the "why" at the rear of the science of food.And I love the truth that
there surely is zero hidden agenda of carrying out a specific diet.This book has given me hope
- hope that I could feed my own body what it needs to function at its peak, and how I can
maintain my ideal weight. Just knowledge of true nutrition concepts.It's compelling to read -
using provocative but audio Science.Food is a simple part of life - there is no escaping this
fact. And with this book Personally i think much more ready to get around different areas - the
super market, my pantry, the cafe menu, those labels with complicated claims. The writer helps
arranged the record direct about every one of them, and uses several interesting scientific
studies to back up her claims. I LOVE this reserve - it's so refreshing to understand the reality
about food, our bodies, and how they REALLY work together.! This book is actually motivating!
When I received this publication I was in a location where food WAS my main source of comfort
and satisfaction, but also my primary source of FRUSTRATION and Pain! I recommend it to
anyone who wants to lose fat, or maintain a wholesome weight, or understand how food
impacts hormones and weight loss/gain (females! Susan exposes unethical scientific study that
has left many people not knowing where to change for help when their wellness is
compromised.! like numerous others turn to food for comfort and pleasure This book is exactly
what I needed at the right time in my entire life!. Awesome reserve!.... I knew I got to make
changes but was overwhelmed and puzzled with the countless conflicting theories about diet
programs and nourishment. I’ve spent my entire life watching family members diet and then fail
again and again! Reading Susan’s reserve was like having a lamp turn on in my own brain!
Mission Nourishment is well written, easy to comprehend, and is backed with scientific proof and
personal encounter. Susan is normally passionate about helping people feel better.. It’s not just
about weight! So simple, therefore powerful!) Love this book Love this book! Inspiring and Eye-
opening! I cannot wait to begin this journey to feeling good again! It’s about feeling good,
sleeping well, having the ability to think obviously, feeling energized, and staying away from
genetic traits and way of life driven disease. We originally devoured the message in these web
pages because I wanted answers to help my girl with a newly diagnosed autoimmune disorder.
I loved this publication!As you’ll soon discover, what seems difficult can become basic. What
seems scary may become enjoyable. What seems impossible may become probable. Essential
read if your seeking to change your diet plan and begin eating clean simple food. Very
informative however easy to understand Great book, based on information and research. Go
through this book!) And that the TYPES of calories we consume will ultimately determine HOW
MANY calories we consume. I really like the scientific research stated as well as the interesting ...
I learned more on the subject of nutrition in this reserve, then I did in my college "Nutrition" class.
I love the scientific research stated along with the interesting tales shared to get the stage
across and kept my interest. Not long ago i began counting macros for my diet plan, and I
really like that I acquired more knowledge to utilize, now that I read this book. A slimmer



waistline and better health may be closer than you imagine. I also enjoyed that the writer
drove the idea that calorie consumption don't matter. It's all about the "healthy macros". ( fat,
proteins, and carbs. Mission Nutrition isn't a “deprivation diet plan” that will make you
miserable! Sensible and eye-opening! Wrong! Several where fascinating if you ask me on
experiences of eating similar “calories” yet getting completely different results. Five Stars I only
wish it was longer. Finally, a nutrition book I completely agree with! Thank you! Accurate
paradigm shift in how you see food This book is eye opening. It was refreshing to read a book
packed full of information without “informing” me what things to eat or perform. A must-read for
anyone who would like to lose fat or maintain a healthy pounds. I liked the authors details and
studies incorporated in to the reserve. I am thrilled to see what adjustments I could make and
expect some very nice benefits for my health insurance and the health of my family. So often, I
hear “watch calories and fat intake”, however eating healthy is NOT just watching the amount
of calories however the quality of the calorie consumption I am consuming. At the end of the
publication are perfect salad dressing recipes. That is a fantastic reference guide on my
journey to a wholesome lifestyle. The author comes with an incredible method of discussing
topics to cause you to think. I treasured that. This book really targets the quality of meals and
the calorie consumption we consume. I was thrilled with the taste and worth the publication for
all those alone. Mission Nourishment offers a wealth of very clear and simple technology based
knowledge about our bodies, and the “why’s” and “how’s” to obtain optimal health. Mission
Nutrition can be an inspiring, eye-opening look at meals and its impact on overall health. The
author not only shares her knowlege of nourishment gained from her education and study, she
also shares her personal wellness journey and provides nutrition tips grounded in science rather
than the latest fads. but with the simple to understand info the reader will learn how to . I would
recommend this book for anyone who's resolved to start acquiring control of their health.. I, like
many others turn to food for comfort and pleasure. It would seem with all the current books that
have been written about nutrition there wouldn't normally be a need for another one. I look at
food very in different ways now.! The author provides such sincerity in assisting others
understand the reality of how to nutrient their bodies to regain health, lose weight and simply
feel more alive using food and nutrition. She does not promote a special diet plan, but with the
simple to understand info the reader will understand how to get on the path to a health
transformation.), or anyone who just plain wants to experience better. I’m constantly amazed
but never amazed when the people and resources I need display up in my own life simply when
I want them, and the knowledge Susan supplied through this book is certainly no exception. It is
an up-to-date expert discussion about how to really nourish our bodies and it does not simply
promote a specific diet. (that i like, because I hate "diets") This book actually motivated me to
decrease my consumption of processed foods and. Every day I experienced a bloated belly,
swollen fingers, a foggy brain, head aches, sluggishness and even more. I think I finally
understand the correlation nutrition has in all aspects of my well becoming.sugar, which is
saying something because I so dearly love sugar. Thank you Susan for providing the road map
for my wellness transformation! So, if you’re like an incredible number of Americans who have a
problem with weight or who constantly fight aches, pains, and disease, there is hope. Complex
information presented in an easy and digestible format to aid with real life implementation.
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